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INSIDERS -- a visually groundbreaking, state-of-the-art nonfiction series that outshines Eyewitness

and Discoveries. This stunning new series offers an inside look into twelve riveting subjects,

beginning with Dinosaurs, Egypt, Oceans, and Space. Expertly written, each book will feature an

arresting design, complete with dynamic, multi-layered CGI and 3-D model imagery that is

complemented by fascinating, up-to-date information presented in a user-friendly format.  

Dinosaurs explores every aspect of the time when these real-life monsters ruled the Earth, with

illustrations that reveal the layers of dinosaur anatomy, show the process of fossil formation, and

explore several well-known species in depth.
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For as long as there has been "Dinosaur (DK Eyewitness Books)" (henceforth DD), there have been

wannabes. As much as I love DD, I understand why readers would want an alternative: For 1, see

the Ben quote; What Ben says about "the AMNH fossil halls" goes for DD; For another, DD is a

mixed bag in terms of paleoart.* However, as far as I know, Abramson et al.'s "Inside Dinosaurs" is

the only good alternative. Long's "Dinosaurs (Insiders)" (henceforth DI) is the worst of all the other

alternatives. In this review, I list the 2 main reasons why I think that is, besides the text.**1) Unlike



DD, DI is an annoying & confusing mess in terms of writing & organization. In reference to

"annoying...writing", this is especially apparent in the sub-chapter about extinction because 1) the

main text explains the extinction process, but nothing of the story behind it, 2) the sidebar text

needlessly re-explains said process, & 3) said process is helpfully numbered, but others aren't (E.g.

Studying & finding/reconstructing dino fossils). In reference to "confusing...organization", this is

especially apparent in the sub-chapters about studying & finding/reconstructing dino fossils because

1) you have to find dino fossils BEFORE you can study them, 2) you have to study dino fossils TO

reconstruct them, & 3) the text explaining said processes is scattered all over with no apparent

rhyme or reason.2) Unlike DD's life reconstructions, DI's are mostly not-so-good. Those by Carr are

as good as it gets in DI, while those by Pixel-shack are as bad as it gets: In reference to Carr, that's

not saying much; Some of her life reconstructions are OK (E.g. See the small T.rex on the front

cover), while others are just plain outdated/abominable (E.g.
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